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“Tell me your migration story,” I said  

“Escribe la tuya,”  

Write your own, she said 

I took a deep breath and felt every part of my body shaking the moment  

I reached over for a pen and paper and began writing  

There was no other way 

 

Undocumented  

5 syllable word meant to describe my whole being 

 

Undocumented,  

Wondering if the streets  

will ever stop craving  

the blood that boils inside me  

 

Undocumented, 

My parents hands dressed  

in pain in struggle,  

 

Undocumented, 

Holistic healing 

Sage in our hands 

Uncontrolled fevers 

Broken backs 

Wondering if it’s worth waking up the next day  

 

It means, having to work extra hours  

Unpaid closing shifts 

Barely making it through the day 

 



Undocumented,  

It means 

Anxiety and depression  

Anxiety and depression 

And having no sanctuary to check in  

It means 

Family separation  

Even while in the same state 

 

Undocumented, 

Phone conversations across the border 

Filled with no substance  

Phone conversations that try to reinstate what no longer lives there 

 

Undocumented,  

It means 

Writing in a language that isn’t yours 

Being told to hide your cultura if you want to make it through  

 

Undocumented 

It means  

Evacuation plans 

Memorizing every exit in case ICE shows up here next… 

Being called illegal, alien, unlawful, criminal, job stealer, unworthy,  

acknowledged only by corporations who need our labor  

everything but, a human being 

 

Undocumented,  

Knowing that I’m about my father’s business 

His body filled with a broken heart  

And a jar overflowing with unspoken words waiting to be chosen  

I’m about my father’s business  

A boat sinking, held down by the neglected trauma of our past 

Beer bottles that claim to heal grief,  



And the loss of familia across the border 

My father  

A country fueled by storms that are never ending 

With hopes of finally reaching stability,  

Getting $500 a month, and told he could make a living  

Breadwinner you are,  

Bring food to the table you must. 

 

Undocumented,  

Knowing I’m about my mother’s business  

A collection of bottles stored in a lifetime supply of violent memories  

A room with no escape plan 

A thousand screams with no sound attached to them 

Torn up clothes past midnight- but the time of the day never mattered  

My mothers business,  

Raised fists. 

her face as the end destination,  

with a frozen clock that prolonged the bruising  

Empty I love you’s, that claimed entitlement  

The thought of dying is less frightening than choosing life  

Blinded by the longing for change 

Half spoken prayers 

Two worlds lost in translation  

My mothers business,  

Giving even after all has been taken 

 

Undocumented,  

believing that I can be the glue that keeps us together 

 

I wonder if we will rise to see the day  

A world without borders 

No more lives lost to hate 

No more of,  

They were just at the wrong place at the wrong time  



No more of,  

Her skirt was too short,  

she shouldn’t have stayed out last night 

No more of,  

Boys will be boys,  

No more of,  

Our age determining our life expectancy  

No more 

No more of,  

Police brutality, white supremacy  

See they don’t care about you and me 

Undocumented… 

Followed by fine print  

It also feels like a communidad 

A people 

A people with shared histories 

And a lineage of people that make us who we are today 

Undocumented 

Just a label, another label. 

To you a definition,   

For us a feeling in time and space that is always changing.  

#Undocumented, and here to stay.  

 

 

 


